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An impressive but concerning sight cross the U.S. as we see empty highways which are normally congested with commuters and trucks alike. Pictured above,
downtown Atlanta, GA – our second home office location.
EXECUTIVE FORUM

In this special addition, I would like to take the opportunity to spotlight
employees whom have gone above and beyond during the pandemic we
have all been facing.
I must emphasize, we are all living during one of the most challenging
times our nation, and subsequently our company, has experienced since its
establishment in 2002.
I cannot thank each of you enough for the dedication you have shown LinkEx.
As an essential business, our customers are counting on us working during
these unprecedented times to keep goods moving – products that are vital
to their businesses and products that are critical in the fight against the
pandemic in our communities.
Take care of yourself and your family. Practice social distancing, hand washing
and monitoring of your health. I greatly appreciate your perseverance! Every
person who works at LinkEx is extremely important to the company’s success!

THANK YOU

TO ALL OF OUR EMPLOYEES!

David T. Miller
Vice President and General Manager, LinkEx
Questions, comments or ideas for content?
Contact David Miller: dmiller@linkex.us
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Leo Gallegos

LinkEx Heroes

Jo Sanders and Christine Fowler

I would like to recognize LinkEx Dallas Driver Leo
Gallegos. He is always willing to jump in when
needed to cover for myself or Megan Lawson,
Dallas LinkEx fleet load coordinator, in regard
to our office duties and days off. He has been a
huge help to me recently as he assisted with the
completion of the 2020 driver training. He also
assisted with setting up some of our drivers’ new
phones with the TMS app. He helped train them
on how to use it, so now all drivers are using the
process. This is above his normal duties as a driver
and it sets a good example to others. Leo always
has a “What can I do to help?” attitude. Leo is a
great asset to LinkEx.

Going into 2020, I think we all expected a
much different reality than the one we are
experiencing. COVID-19 has shaken the world
and changed the way we do business all the way
down to way we live our daily lives. I have been
greatly appreciative of all the everyday heroes
who have demonstrated resolve and character
during these uncertain times. I don’t have to go
any farther to see these heroes than when I enter
the office each day. I appreciate getting to see
their acts in person.

I wanted to recognize Load Planner Jo Sanders
and Load Planner Manager Christine Fowler as a
‘dynamic duo’ for exceptional performance in our
Atlanta office. These ladies have worked together
to manage special expedited shipments for AT&T.
These shipments are high profile and hazardous
in many situations. Their days have started early
and ended late, which is challenging since they
both have children and families.

Thank You!
Frank Kraushaar
LinkEx Fleet Operations Manager - Dallas

Dennis Denson
I would like to spotlight Specialty Brokerage
Customer Service Representative Dennis Denson
from our Atlanta office. He assists with tracking
and tracing and he does so much more. Dennis
has a report automatically sent to him every day
to let him know which loads don’t have proof
of delivery, or PODs. Not only does he request
PODs during normal working hours, when it is
necessary, he works until late in the evening
asking for PODs. When I have a question about
a load, Dennis is the first person I ask for help in
determining the answer. Because of our current
crisis, Expedited Brokerage Dispatcher Robert
Perschall is working diligently on behalf of a
customer to get beds and medical equipment
in the right locations. Dennis realized this and
contacted Robert to see what assistance he could
offer. Dennis is doing the “back office work” on
the loads so Robert can focus on finding trucks
and getting the product delivered.
I would like to applaud Dennis for stepping up
and providing support to the Atlanta office in this
difficult time.
Tracy Hughes
LinkEx Office Manager - Atlanta
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The following list is of LinkEx Dallas heroes who
continue to report to our facilities daily to ensure
our customers are taken care of:
Hilario Gonzalez, Warehouse Supervisor
And the Dock Personnel:
Jesse Puentes
Yerhamie Soto
Deven Seu
Jose Patino
Tim Woodard
Julio Borja

Jesus Sanchez
Eliseo Valencia
Billy Coonrod
Ariel Medina
Jerry Blankenship
Jose Roberto Antonio

These employees have shown up daily, adjusted
to new processes, worked extra hours and
weekends when needed and worked less when
asked. There hasn’t been a single instance where
they have complained.
Our Dallas operations and management team
listed below have also performed at a high level:
Talina Seu, Warehouse Load Coordinator
Rene Sanchez, Warehouse Load Coordinator
Loretta Sansom, Account Manager
Daniel Anaya, Account Executive
Kim Small, Account Manager
Without hesitation I have seen supervisors
shift hours so they can always be on hand and
witnessed account managers volunteer to help
out in operations when they have extra time,
work seven days a week to manage the high
volume of our flex accounts, adjust to working
at home and also come into the office to better
manage their accounts.
When things are at their worst, I have been
able to see our team at its best. I am incredibly
thankful and appreciative to work alongside
these heroes every day. Thanks for everything
you do to keep LinkEx strong!
Chris Gates
LinkEx Manager of Warehouse Operations Dallas

Christine cross-trained her team so that when this
exceptional need came, they were able to manage
the existing business and allow Jo and Christine to
shoulder the COVID shipments. It has truly been a
team effort, but Jo and Christine have been on the
frontlines making things happen.
Joelle Haynes
LinkEx Director of Business Continuity - Atlanta

Robert Perschall
Atlanta-based Expedited Brokerage Dispatcher
Robert Perschall leads the expedite division and
does it with great passion and dedication to all
LinkEx customers. Recently, the country has been
faced with many challenges as the COVID-19
pandemic has spread throughout the U.S. and
this division took on new meaning. Robert has
undertaken all new challenges with grace and
he continues to be dedicated to the Hill-Rom
account. This is not just a LinkEx customer, but
a partnership that dates back 15 years when
Robert first started moving their hospital beds
and medical equipment from their service
center as well as directly to the hospitals and
medical facilities themselves. Robert continues
to benefit the transportation industry daily with
his expertise and dedication; however, he has
really gone above and beyond the call of duty to
help make sure this account gets their essential
medical equipment to the facilities they serve.
Karen Thompson
LinkEx Director of Operations - Atlanta
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Danielle Johnson

Rick Lange

I would like to nominate Saia Truckload Sales
Development Representative Danielle Johnson
for my spotlight story.

Rick Lange, Operations Administrator – Dallas,
leads our onsite Nokia Lewisville, Texas operation
and does it with great passion and dedication.
Recently, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Rick
has had to take on more responsibilities, and
work extended hours all while training a new
carrier base along with LinkEx personnel on
the processes. Rick shows daily why Nokia has
been a LinkEx customer for 16-plus years. He
truly embodies the spirit of customer service and
leading by example.

Over the past couple of weeks, Danielle has shown
her versatility and ability to adapt to change in
these very unprecedented times. Danielle works
out of the Atlanta office and her current role is in
Saia’s Inside Sales department; however, she has
truly been an asset to the team by stepping up and
helping out in other departments.
Danielle spends most of her time now working
in dispatch and taking on “same day” requests
but has been pulled in to help the customer
service team with quoting as well. Additionally,
she has taken on these duties with a positive,
can-do attitude and willingness to do whatever
necessary to service the customer! She has truly
embodied the spirit of teamwork and I am proud
to have her a part of the team!
Felicia Rogers
LinkEx Manager of Operations - Atlanta

Roma Hernandez
I would like to recognize Roma Hernandez,
Load Operations Coordinator - Dallas. Roma has
jumped into the role of quarterback for the LTL
team and it has not skipped a beat. His work ethic
and focus on customer service has naturally made
him a point of contact for LinkEx customers and
a resource for our internal team. His willingness
to help and learn has made him a great asset in a
relatively short period of time. We are excited to
see what the future holds for him as he becomes
accustomed to the LinkEx organization.
AD Perez
LinkEx Director of Operations and Customer
Service - Dallas

Daniel Garcia and Josh Bergren
I would like to spotlight the Dallas (DLS)
truckload duo, Daniel Garcia and Josh Bergren,
Operations Administrators. Our truckload
division accounts for 50-plus percent of the DLS
shipments. And, these two individuals are what
we call the DLS office “one-two punch.” Daniel
primarily manages the contract accounts while
Josh manages the ad-hoc shipments. Both have
been instrumental in growing the DLS office via
Saia shipments and revenue. Their efforts are
consistently recognized by their counterparts
and others within the Saia organization most
noticeably via iSaia. We appreciate that these
two bring their “A game” every day.
AD Perez
LinkEx Director of Operations and Customer
Service - Dallas

Kristin Hackett and Mario Ledezma
I wanted to recognize Kristen, Director of
International and Mario, International Load
Coordinator from our LinkEx international team.
Our LinkEx team has not been exclude from
having to adjust to the “new norm” COVID-19
has created. Because of it, all individuals on
the team had to become familiar with other
core competencies within LinkEx and become
entrenched in those processes. The international
team is a prime example of this scenario. Due to
truckload accounting for 50-plus percent of DLS
shipments, the international team had to add
truckload customer service representative to
their job descriptions. They have done it without
hesitation and flawlessly executed during this
situation while maintaining an exceptional
service level in their international role. Thank you
for truly exemplifying the meaning of “It takes a
team effort!”

AD Perez
LinkEx Director of Operations and Customer
Service - Dallas

Faith Body
I would like to spotlight Faith Body. Most would
probably label Faith as the DLS office floater.
I refer to her as our utility player, our Deion
Sanders, better known as “Prime Time.” Faith
is always ready for prime time whether it takes
the shape of tracking and tracing, routing LTL
freight, entering quotes in the CRM, quoting
air shipments, building and routing truckload
shipments, or filling the gap at the Nokia
Lewisville DDC. It isn’t out of the norm for Faith
to play multiple positions throughout the day. It
is mind boggling at times to see how smoothly
Faith adjusts to these transitions at the drop of
a dime. Faith continues to shown her versatility
and ability to adapt to change. I look forward to
seeing what new plays we can draw up for her
in the future.
AD Perez
LinkEx Director of Operations and Customer
Service - Dallas

AD Perez
LinkEx Director of Operations and Customer
Service - Dallas
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Customer Letter
Hello Joelle,
I want to extend a big thanks to the entire team this
week. Demands on our time for COVID increased
quite a bit and I know we are all tired. As such, please
pass along my thanks and shout outs to team.
• Shout out to Christine for managing the
paperwork for South Bend DC MM reroute for MO,
being the Fedex air shipment booking guru and
being there after hours to work through any issue
that comes up.
• Shout out to Jo for finding teams, sprinter vans
and drivers out of thin air at a moment’s notice
and getting things DONE (as usual)
• Shout out to Justin for working non expedited
and Overflow same days TL COVID shipments on
demand. He always flawlessly executes whatever
is thrown his way.
• Shout out to Fred for moving that hot plug and
providing timely updates until delivery.
• Shout out to Alvin, Landon, Lanita, Gary,
Kelly, Sayo, Shirley, Khadijah and the Carrier
Management Team for keeping the world moving
and staying dedicated to our clients in a time
where a “smiling” voice and seamless helpful
service is just what people need to make their day
a better one. I can’t say enough how important
and valuable this is to AT&T clients and partners
during these trying times.
I also want to extend a HUGE THANK YOU and
shout out to Mary for working with me to figure
out UPS batch ship. Having someone to work with
through all that frustration was immensely helpful.
She is as always a team player and her willingness
to jump into figuring out a process that was an
unknown is so appreciated. Together, we were able
to get 957 sanitizer labels and 365 labels for paper
towels created. Because of her help, I will be able to
train the DC’s on the batch process next week which
is a huge win for all of us.

Coronavirus Accounting Update
by Glenda Lee, Billing Manager - Dallas

The Accounting team’s perspective on dealing with the Coronavirus:
1. Stay home. When you are tired of staying home, have you checked out
the back yard?
2. Nancy continues to remind KaMarcus that more more men are affected
by the virus than women.
3. KaMarcus continues to provide us with a daily update of the statistics.
4. Nancy has come to the conclusion that we should change the name
of the Accounting Team to Designing Women. Let’s see, we have
Anthony, Charlene, Suzanne, Mary Jo and Julia. Hmmm...
5. Meridith thinks our current status on WebEx should say “I am currently
under construction. Thank you for your patience.”
6. Lastly and most importantly, the accounting team has been checking
on each other. Donations have been made to the North Texas Food
Bank, SPCA, Red Cross, and individual families in need. We all have
elderly folks we are checking in on and shopping for.
What has this virus taught us? We have
learned that a “want” is far different than
a “need”. We have learned to realign our
priorities. We have learned that human
interaction face to face is good for the heart,
soul and mind. We have learned not to take
anything for granted. Be sure that you tell
the people you care about everyday exactly
how you feel.

Social Distancing - Logistics Team Submissions

Reyna’s newest
addition: Fencho Q

Meet Christine’s little
dog Hope

Joelle’s cat Nora

And finally, thanks to you for being so gracious
when I have to jump off calls at a moments notice
and keeping the plates spinning on pre-COVID
initiatives and analysis that I requested in what
feels like forever ago.
Thanks again and have a good weekend.
Lark Wreath
AT&T Supply Chain

Flowers Mary got
from her son to
brighten her day!

Christine getting
creative with her
Casual Friday attire!

